Introduction
The Limestone Coast Fishermen’s Co-operative
(LCFC) has been working to produce both its own
‘corporate brand’ for the LCFC as a business,
as well as a ‘product brand’ for the premium
Southern Rock Lobsters to be supplied by LCFC
Members. We wanted to ensure we developed
something the entire industry can be proud of,
and would like to be a part of.

In developing the LCFC’s corporate brand, we wanted something that will ensure the LCFC
has its own meaningful and enduring corporate identity that will be recognised in its own
right. We wanted the corporate brand to represent what the LCFC stands for and the
values which underpin it.
In developing the LCFC’s product brand, while we wanted something that would resonate
with current and prospective LCFC Members, our focus was on developing something that
will contribute to the successful sale of our Member’s premium Southern Rock Lobster to
our target markets in China and elsewhere. This was not an easy balance to strike and
we engaged various forms of Chinese expertise in our development process to assist in
achieving this.
We now believe we have the right mix and are pleased to introduce you to the Limestone
Coast Fishermen’s Co-operative corporate brand and, our own product brand; ADLX Australian Direct Lobster Express. Please read on to find out more.

Introducing LCFC.

The brand mark of the Limestone Coast Fishermen’s Co-operative is clean, strong and
modern, representing the core values of the co-operative: experience, loyalty, respect and
honesty. Each circle is symbolic of the textures found in the everyday of the LCFC members:
rope, lobster, water and the cray pot. Each of these symbolic circles overlap, representative
of the collective experience of the individuals and the cohesive unity that underpins the
Limestone Coast Fishermen’s Co-operative.

INTRODUCING
ADLX
AUSTRALIAN DIRECT
LOBSTER EXPRESS

Importantly, there are two versions of the
text that accompanies this product brand
logo; a ‘Chinese’ version, and an ‘English’
version. While the two versions align very
closely, there are discreet differences required
to overcome issues associated with translation
from English to Chinese and vice versa.
The alignment is important as our consumers
(customers) may be exposed to the brand in
China, but also here in Australia as our customer
relationships develop over time, therefore ease
of identification with the brand is important.
The brand acronym ‘ADLX’ aligns in both
Chinese and English languages, this is a unique
and sophisticated twist on the brand. The
alignment is explained on the follwing page.

ACRONYM

ENGLISH

CHINESE

MEANING/
INTERPRETATION

FURTHER
COMMENTS

A

Australian

澳 Ao

Australia

Premium
quality and
safe food source.

D

Direct

达 Da

Arrive

L

X

Lobster

Express

龙 Long

鲜 Xian

Dragon

In China,
Lobster is
referred to as
‘Dragon Shrimp’.

Fresh

Fresh is interpreted to mean
both a ‘short travel time to the
market’ but also that the product
has been caught in a pristine,
clean, green, unspoilt environment (the Southern Ocean).

Chinese-use Tagline (English Translation)

Wild Caught Not Farmed Lobster
海捕龙虾，非养殖
Southern Ocean, Australia
澳大利亚南冰洋

Further Notes to the Tagline (Chinese version)
n This version of tagline is not intended to make perfect sense when translated into English.
n Chinese people pay great attention to the food source and safety. They
can relate to this and know it is premium Southern Rock Lobster.
n The inclusion of ‘not farmed’ is extremely important. Obviously, in English, one
could assume that if the product is ‘wild caught’ it is by inference ‘not farmed’ and
that there is unnecessary duplication. However the advice was that this should be
strongly emphasised as it is extremely important for the customer to understand
the product is ‘natural’ which implies a level of prestige and premium quality.
n While the word ‘Australia’ is included in the actual brand i.e. the ‘A’ in ADLX
represents Australia, it is also included again in the tagline - the advice highlighted the
extreme importance of emphasising the lobster is [Southern] Australian in origin.
n The inclusion of ‘Southern Ocean’ was also highlighted as being of the utmost
importance, this resonates strongly with the consumer and indicates freshness,
food safety, caught in a natural and pristine environment, premium quality
product, and again highlights the product is the ‘Southern Rock Lobster’.

English-use Tagline:

Premium & Wild Caught
Southern Ocean

Further Notes to the Tagline (English version)
n This English version was developed largely to ensure it aligned with the
Chinese version, but that it ‘made sense’ in English language.

THE BRAND
OF ADLX
AUSTRALIAN DIRECT
LOBSTER EXPRESS

The brand mark for ‘ADLX’ is striking, unique
and displays strength through its bold colour
and contrast. The bold lines of the silhouette
follow the contours of the fish to give the
brand a memorial visual hook. The circle and
background pattern is a link to the Limestone
Coast Fishermen’s Co-operative brand.
The logo type for the brand follows the
same striking shapes of the brand mark.
Purposeful lines denoting strength. The
simple gold line with a slight wave is another
pattern link the brand of LCFC.
The colour palette honours the bold red of the
Southern Rock Lobster, the gold demonstrating
uniqueness and the fact LCFC’s Southern Rock
Lobster is the best fish in every measurable way.

